even though the function is not analytic at a point inside C. Consequently, we will extend the above notion to a finite numbers of points and will present an easy and simple proof of unquestionably the most important, significant and pivotal result known as Cauchy integral formula.
INTRODUCTION
Complex variable is an extension of real calculus which in fact discloses everything hidden in the real calculus. Complex integration is pivotal in the study of complex variables. As in calculus, the fundamental theorem of calculus is significant because it relates integration with differentiation and at the same time provides method of evaluating integral so is the complex analog to develop integration along arcs and contours is complex integration. Complex integration is elegant, powerful and a useful tool for mathematicians, physicists and engineers.
Cauchy-Goursat theorem is pivotal, fundamentally important and well celebrated theorem of the complex integral calculus. This theorem is not only a pivotal result in complex integral calculus but is frequently applied in quantum mechanics, electrical engineering, conformal mappings, method of stationary phase, mathematical physics and many other areas of mathematical sciences and engineering. It provides a convenient tool for evaluation of a wide variety of complex integration. It also forms the cornerstone of the development of results ) (z f of an analytic function ) (z f is analytic, Cauchy's integral formula and many advance topics in complex integration. Due to its pivotal role and importance, mathematicians have discussed it in all respects [3] [4] [5] 7, 8] . Historically, it was firstly established by A.L. Cauchy (1789-1857) [1] and later on extended by E. Goursat (1858-1936) [1] without assuming the continuity of ) (z f . Azram [6] has given a variational but simple proof of Cauchy-Goursat integral theorem. Cauchy-Goursat integral theorem has laid down the deeper foundations for Cauchy-Riemann theory of complex variables. The line integral of a complex function is mostly dependent on the endpoints of the path of integration as well as on the choice of the path. This dependence often complicates situations. Hence, condition(s) under which this does not occur are of considerable importance and is due to Cauchy-Goursat integral theorem.
Cauchy-Goursat integral theorem leads to a remarkable Cauchy integral formula which shows that the values of an analytic function at the interior points can be determined by the values of the function on the boundary. Another important and useful consequence of Cauchy's integral formula is that every analytic function is infinitely differentiable. Guy Jumarie [4] has studied the Cauchy integral formula via the modified Riemann-Liouville derivative. The following are also important results resulting as a consequence of Cauchy Integral formula; Cauchy's estimate Cayley-Hamilton theorem, Cauchy's inequality , Liouville's theorem, Fundamental theorem of algebra, Gauss' mean value theorem, Maximum modulus theorem and Minimum modulus theorem etc.
Cauchy-Goursat integral theorem requires analyticity of the function inside and on the boundary of the simple closed curve. In this study we will investigate the condition(s) under which 0 ) ( c dz z f even though the function is not analytic at a point inside C. Consequently, we will extend the above notion to a finite numbers of points and will present an easy and simple proof of unquestionably the most important, significant and pivotal result known as Cauchy integral formula. 
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